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For assistance on a call

or for special service, dial: 954-1212

For Information about TWX
numbers dial: 910-555-1212



HOW TO OPERATE

THE NO. 35 TELETYPEWRITER

ON TELETYPEWRITER EXCHANGE SERVICE

FOREWORD

These instructions cover operation of the No. 35 TELE-
TYPEWRITER on teletypewriter exchange service (TWX)
and are intended as a convenient source of reference for

teletypewriter attendants following their training.

A Telephone Company representative is at the service of

those who manage or operate teletypewriters. Her experi-

ence, advice and knowledge are available to use as occasion

may require. This service is offered without charge in the

interest of good teletypewriter service.
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INTRODUCTION

The No. 35 teletypewriter has a four row keyboard and is

capable of 100 wpm speed.

Calls may be made to, and received from, other stations having

either a 3-row or a 4-row keyboard.

The principal parts of this teletypewriter are:

The attendant's control unit.

The keyboard.

The typing unit.

The tape punch and tape reader, where provided.

The attendant's console, where provided.

DESCRIPTIONS

a. No. 35 Keyboard Send-Receive (Figs. 1 and 2)

This is a complete Keyboard Send-Receive page printer.

It includes either a friction feed or a sprocket feed typing unit,

keyboard, answerback mechanism, and attendant's control unit.

This teletypewriter can be adjusted by the attendant for either

single or double spacing.

The printing mechanism is a type box (Fig. 3).

b. No. 35 Receiving Only Typing Reperforator (Figs. 4 and 5)

This is a Receiving Only Typing Reperforator equipped with

a typing feature, i.e., besides fully perforating the tape, the message

is also printed on the tape. Any CONTROL key operations are

printed in red, while the normal text is printed in black. The
ROTR does not have a keyboard or facilities for originating or

dialing calls.

The ROTR may be turned on locally by manually depressing

the ROTR ON key. A distant station may turn it on by depressing

the CONTROL key and R key (TAPE), and may turn it off by

depressing the CONTROL key and the T key (TAPE ), or by

disconnecting.

g Only (Fig. 6)

This is a Receiving Only teletypew



KSR except that it does not have a keyboard or facilities for origi-

nating or dialing calls. It includes an automatic answer back.

When changing paper in the RO, operation of the LOCAL
LINE FEED key starts the motor and feeds out the paper. This

key, together with a carriage RETURN key, is mounted in the

keyboard space. The receiver portion of a handset is also provided,

because it is necessary to determine whether dial tone is present

when returning the station to NORMAL from the OUT-OF-SVC
condition.

d. No. 35 Automatic Send-Receive (Fig. 7)

This Automatic Send-Receive teletypewriter is the same as the

KSR, but has a tape punch and tape reader and various control

keys are located on the attendant's console at the left of the

keyboard.

TAPE PUNCH—for perforating tape from signals from the local

keyboard or from a remote location. In the latter case, the at-

tendant at the receiving station must depress the K-T key. The
punch produces one-inch (8-level) fully perforated tape. No
printing appears on the tape. The eighth level is always punched
with any keyboard generated code. The chad box is located

under the punch outside of the cabinet.

TAPE READER—for transmitting tape messages. The reader is

controlled by a TAPE READ switch which has two positions:

FREE—for free wheeling, to insert tape without raising the

tape gate. This is a nonlocking position of the switch—it

must be held in this position.

RUN—to start the tape reader. This is a locking position and

is the regular position of the switch.

Local control of the TAPE READER is by means of the keys TD
ON and TD OFF located on the attendant's console to the left

of the keyboard.

Associated with the TAPE PUNCH, there is a B SP (BACK
SPACE) key located on the keyboard near the space bar. This key
is for back spacing the tape to delete an error. The tape is back
spaced to the error and then the RUBOUT key on the key-



board is operated to delete the error and all the characters that

follow. When fresh tape appears at the punch, tape perforation

may be resumed.

On the console at the left of the keyboard, the following keys

equipped with lamps, are provided for switching to various modes:

K (Keyboard)—for obtaining page copy only.

K-T (Keyboard-Tape)—for obtaining page copy and perfo-

rating tape simultaneously.

T (Tape)—for perforating tape only.

When originating a call, the station is automatically switched to

the TAPE mode. The TAPE READER will start upon receipt of

the automatic answer back of the called station, if a tape has been

inserted in the TAPE READER. Therefore, tape is placed in the

reader only when it is to be sent. In some cases, it will be neces-

sary to depress the TD ON key to activate the TAPE
READER.

Mode-switching permits two separate operations to be per-

formed simultaneously.

When it is desired to send or receive a one-inch, fully per-

forated tape of any level that was produced by a business

machine, the following keys are provided:

TTS and TTR (TAPE-TO-TAPE SEND, and RECEIVE)—
these keys permit tape-to-tape operation without page copy.

The sending station always announces when tape-to-tape is to

commence so that both attendants will operate the TTS and TTR
keys, respectively. When transmitting the tape, there are no ma-
chine controls and no page copy will be received. At the end of the

tape, both attendants must revert to another mode, or, disconnect.

A MOTOR ON switch permits preparing tapes locally without

placing the station in the LOCAL mode. This allows the

station to function as a normal unattended receiving station

during local tape preparation and the motor will not turn off

at the end of an incoming call.



Additional keys on the console include:

TD CALL IN—when operated, this key permits the TAPE
READER to start on an unattended basis upon receipt of a

discrete TD CALL IN sequence from a remote location.

ROTR ON—used to turn on a local RECEIVING ONLY
TYPING REPERFORATOR.

HERE IS—operation of this key activates the automatic an-

swer back when the station is equipped with an identifica-

tion (multi-character) answer back. Otherwise, this key is

blocked and cannot be operated.

BREAK—this key is used to interrupt a sending station when
copy becomes scrambled, overlined or piled up. To signal

the TWX Assistance operator during a call which has been

placed with her, depress the BREAK key twice momentarily.

ATTENDANT'S CONTROL UNIT

This unit (Fig. 8) is equipped with:

A rotary dial or a Touch-Tone keyset for dialing calls. In addi-

ion, a card dialer may also be provided.

Keys for placing the station in various modes, as follows:

ORIG (ORIGINATE)—this key is depressed to place the

station in position to obtain dial tone to dial a number.

CLR (CLEAR)—this key is depressed to disconnect at the

end of a connection, or, to return the station to normal from

any other mode.

Note: Another method of disconnecting is by means of

EOT (END OF TRANSMISSION). When this

code is sent from either the keyboard or tape, both

the sending and receiving machines disconnect in-

stantaneously. This code should not be used on

calls placed with the TWX Assistance Operator

or Information Operator.

ANS (ANSWER)—the lamp under this key flashes to indicate

an incoming call and the bell rings if the station is in the

LOCAL mode. The ANS key must be depressed to place the



station in position to answer the call when the station is in

the LOCAL mode.

Note: If the OUT-OF-SVC key is operated, the ANS
light will flash but the bell will not ring. The

calling station encounters a "don't answer"

condition.

TST (TEST)—this key is used by Telephone Company per-

sonnel for maintenance purposes.

LCL (LOCAL)—this key may be depressed to place the sta-

tion in position to do local, off-line work, such as practicing

or perforating tape. When a MOTOR ON key is provided,

however, it is preferable to use it instead of the LCL key,

because incoming calls can be answered automatically with-

out discontinuing the local work.

BUZ-RLS (BUZZER-RELEASE)—when paper supply is

low, buzzer sounds and lamp lights under the key. Key is de-

pressed to silence buzzer; light goes out when fresh supply

of paper is inserted, and the CLEAR key is depressed to

release the BUZ-RLS key.

OUT-OF-SVC (OUT-OF-SERVICE)—the station is taken

out of service while replacing paper, ribbon or tape. This

is done by turning the OUT-OF-SVC key so that the arrow

points to the OUT-OF-SVC lamp which will continue to

burn as long as the station is out of service. On incoming

calls during this interval, a calling station will encounter a

"don't answer" condition. The lamp under the ANS key will

flash, but the bell will not ring. To restore station to service,

turn and hold the key in the RESTORE position until dial

tone is present, then the key is permitted to return to

NORMAL.
Note: The station is placed in the OUT-OF-SVC con-

dition immediately prior to replacing paper,

ribbon or tape and is restored promptly after

this work has been completed. Occasions for

taking a station out of service are kept to a

minimum so that incoming calls may be

answered promptly.



BRK-RLS (BREAK-RELEASE)—this key is depressed to

allow keyboard typing after a BREAK signal has been re-

ceived.

REST (RESTRAIN)—appearance of this lamp indicates

that the sending speed is too fast when communicating with

a station of lower speed. Sending speed is reduced until the

light goes out, after which it is maintained at the reduced

speed.

Note: If the faster sending speed is maintained after

the RESTRAIN lamp appears, the communi-
cation will be interrupted by a BREAK signal.

LOUDSPEAKER—usually located under keyshelf at right;

a volume control knob permits adjusting the volume of the

loudspeaker. The receiver portion of a handset may also be

provided in some cases.

Certain optional lamp features that may be provided on the atten-

dant's control unit with various station arrangements are as

follows:

DIAL (START DIAL)—this lamp lights whenever dial tone

is present.

BY (BUSY)—this lamp lights to indicate a busy or a reorder

condition.

INCPT (INTERCEPT)—this lamp lights to indicate that the

call has reached an Intercepting operator.

NO CON (NO CONNECTION)—this lamp lights whenever

a connection has not been established within a specified time

and the calling attendant has taken no additional action with-

in this interval.

SVC (SERVICE)—this lamp lights whenever anything goes

wrong while the call is in progress; for example, taut tape in

the tape reader, answer back not received, premature dis-

PA (PAPER)—lamp indicating low paper or paper out con-



ANSWER BACK

Several types of answers may be received, depending on station

arrangements at the called station, as follows:

Automatic identification (multi-character) answer back—
this is an answering phrase selected by the customer of a speci-

fied number of characters including spaces, punctuation and

typing functions. In the course of a call, if a sending station

sends the WRU inquiry, this will generate the identification

answer back at the receiving station.

Automatic V answer back— the called station automatically

types the letter V as an answer indication. This type answer

back will not respond to WRU.

Manually typed answer—the attendant at a called station

manually types her answer to the call.

CALL PROGRESS TONES

The standard telephone-type tones (busy, reorder, etc.) will

be received on calls to some teletypewriter stations.

In other cases, different tones may be received indicating the

progress of a call. These tones are all of the same frequency but

are higher in pitch than the usual telephone tones. They are dis-

tinguished by the interruption rate, as follows:

Audible ring — 10 ipm*

Busy — 60 ipm

Reorder — 120 ipm

Intercept — 40 ipm (Irregular)

Interruptions per minute.

When these higher pitched tones are received at stations ar-

ranged for automatic call progress detection, the station will dis-

connect itself immediately upon receipt of BUSY, REORDER or

INTERCEPT and the lamps previously mentioned will light.



KEYBOARD
The keyboard is similar to a typewriter keyboard. It has four

rows of keys for typing.

Letters and numerals are on separate keys. The numerals, in-

cluding the numeral 1, are on the top row of keys.

Letters of the alphabet are printed in capital letters only—
there are no small letters.

There are no fractions on the keyboard. All fractions must be

typed with the oblique line; for example, 1/2.

Note: If a 3-row sending station attempts to send a frac-

tion to a No. 35 machine, only a reverse slant will

be printed at the No. 35 receiving station.

For typing (printing) symbols, such as $, %, @ which appear
on the upper portion of numeral keytops and certain letter key-

tops, the SHIFT key is held depressed while the desired key is

operated. The SHIFT key is non-locking. As on most typewriters,

one SHIFT key is located at the right side of the keyboard and
one at the left side.

Designations for certain (nonprinting) operational functions

are shown on the upper part of some of the letter keytops. By hold-

ing the CTRL (CONTROL) key depressed and then depressing

the desired key, these functions are activated.

When typing on the keyboard, the A key is used as a guide key

for the little finger of the left hand, and the semi-colon is used for

the little finger of the right hand.

Below is a diagram showing the keyboard arrangement:

© (D © ® © © CD CD © O
©©©©©©©©©©©©©
© © © © © © © O ® © © ©
@© ©©QQ©©©©©®
© 1

-
1 © S

ARRANGEMENT



Following is an explanation of the operational functions on the

upper part of the letter keytops:

WRU—shown on upper part of E keytop. Stands for "Who are

you?" When this signal is sent, if the receiving station is arranged

with an automatic identification answer back, this answer back

is generated. When perforating tape, the WRU inquiry is

punched in the tape as follows:

RUBOUT CTRL E(WRU) RUBOUT

On keyboard sending, the inquiry is sent as follows:

RUBOUT CTRL E(WRU)

TAPE—shown on the upper part of R keytop. Used to turn ON
a tape reperforator at the distant station.

TAPE— shown on the upper part of T keytop. Used to turn OFF
a tape reperforator at the distant station.

TAB— shown on the upper part of I keytop. Used for horizontal

tabulation when both sending and receiving stations have tab

stops at the same settings.

X OFF—shown on upper part of S keytop. When perforated in

tape, turns off local tape reader.

EOT—END OF TRANSMISSION; shown on upper part of D
keytop; used only in tape or on direct dialed calls; causes in-

stantaneous disconnect.

VT— shown on upper part of K keytop; used for vertical tabula-

tion when both sending and receiving stations have tab stops

at the same setting.

FORM—form feed out; shown on upper part of L keytop.

RU—stands for "Are you ?". Shown on upper part of F
keytop; when followed by an assigned code, if correct called

station has been reached, and the initial answer back has been

received, this answer back will again be generated.

BELL— shown on upper part of G keytop. The bell key is used

to signal attendant at distant station.

The use of other keys is as follows:

HERE IS— operation of this key at stations arranged for auto-



matic identification answer back will generate such an answer-

back. Otherwise, this key is inoperative.

LINE FEED— moves the paper up one or two lines at a time,

according to the line space setting.

RETURN— returns the type box carriage to the left margin.

REPT (REPEAT)— to repeat the same character, this key is

held depressed while the desired character key is operated. The

latter is released and the REPT key is held until the desired

number of characters have been typed. If the desired character

requires that the SHIFT key be operated, the SHIFT key must

be held depressed along with the REPT key.

BREAK— this key is depressed whenever it is necessary to in-

terrupt a sending station.

RUBOUT— this key has a nonprinting function and is used fol-

lowing operation of the RETURN and LINE FEED keys to

begin each new line of typing. Also, when perforating tape,

depressing this key punches all levels in the tape.

The RUBOUT key is operated once after each operation of

the following functional keys: TAPE, TAPE, TAB, X OFF,
VT, and FORM. When perforating tape, after the EOT key

the RUBOUT key is depressed about 10 times.

ALT MODE— whenever this key is to be used, specific instruc-

tions will be given for its use.

SPACE— this is not a key but is the bar centered below the four

rows of keys; it spaces— having the same function as on a

typewriter.

LOC LF— local line feed, used for feeding up paper on the local

machine only. This key is located at the left of the space bar.

LOC CR— local carriage return, used to return the type box

carriage to the left margin on the local machine only. This key

is located at the right of the space bar.

LOC B SP—local back space; this key is provided on ASR mod-
els and is used to back-space tape that is being perforated when
necessary to correct an error.



END OF LINE LAMP—this lamp will light about six charac-

ters before the end of the line. This lamp is a red high intensity

lamp to the right of the keyboard.

At the end of each line of typing, the RETURN, LINE FEED

and RUBOUT keys are operated to place the teletypewriter in

position to type the next line.

LINE SPACING

Single or double spacing may be used. The line space lever is

located under the cover at the left of the platen.

INSERTING PAPER IN THE TELETYPEWRITER

To insert a new supply of paper in the friction feed teletypewriter,

(Figure 9) with a BUZ-RLS condition proceed as follows:

Operate key to OUT-OF-SVC position.

Depress the BUZ-RLS key to silence buzzer.

Move the PAPER RELEASE LEVER back, lift the PAPER

FINGERS, and pull the paper out from under the PLATEN.

Lift out the used roll.

Remove the SPINDLE from the core of the used roll; insert

it in the new roll; place the new roll in the machine with the

SPINDLE in the SPINDLE GROOVES. Have the paper feed-

ing from underneath the roll toward the PLATEN.

Feed the paper over the PAPER STRAIGHTENER ROD,

down under the PLATEN and up between the PLATEN and

the PAPER FINGERS.
Pull paper up a few inches beyond top of PLATEN. Straighten

the paper. Lower the PAPER FINGERS to rest on the paper.

Move the PAPER RELEASE LEVER forward.

When inserting paper, do not disturb the RIBBON or the

TYPE BOX LATCH. After paper is in place, ascertain that

ribbon is still properly threaded through RIBBON GUIDES.

Also, that TYPE BOX LATCH has not been disengaged.

Lower the cover making sure that the end of the paper feeds

out through the top of the cover.

Depress the CLEAR key.

Operate the NORMAL-RESTORE key to the RESTORE
position until dial tone is present. Then allow it to return to

NORMAL.



Note: The OUT-OF-SVC key should never remain oper-

ated any longer than necessary.

CHANGING THE TELETYPEWRITER RIBBON

Use a standard teletypewriter ribbon. This type of ribbon is

similar to a typewriter ribbon but is made especially for teletype-

writer use. It is one-half inch wide, has a reversing eyelet at each
end of the ribbon, and is on a spool that fits the teletypewriter

ribbon spool shaft.

The condition of the ribbon should be checked frequently so

that it can be replaced as soon as it becomes worn. Otherwise, it

may produce illegible copy or cause service interruptions. To
change the ribbon (Fig. 10) proceed as follows:

Operate key to OUT-OF-SVC position.

Raise cover.

Lift the RIBBON SPOOL LOCKS to a vertical position and
remove both SPOOLS from the RIBBON SPOOL SHAFTS.
Remove the RIBBON from the RIBBON ROLLERS, RIB-

BON REVERSE LEVERS, and RIBBON GUIDES.
Unwind and remove the old ribbon from one of the SPOOLS.
Hook the end of a new ribbon to the hub of the empty SPOOL

and wind the RIBBON until the reversing eyelet is on the

SPOOL. If the ribbon does not have a hook at the end, the

SPOOL will have a barb which should be used to pierce the

RIBBON near its end.

Replace the SPOOLS on the RIBBON SPOOL SHAFTS,
making sure that the SPOOLS go down on the shafts and that

the ribbon feeds from the outside of the SPOOLS. Turn the

RIBBON SPOOL LOCKS down in a horizontal position. This

locks the SPOOLS in place.

Thread the ribbon forward around both RIBBON ROLLERS,
through the slots in the RIBBON REVERSE LEVERS and
RIBBON GUIDES. Take up the slack by turning the free

SPOOL. Then, determine that the ribbon is still properly

threaded through the guides and that the reversing eyelet is

between the SPOOL and the REVERSE LEVER.
Ascertain that the TYPE BOX LATCH has not been dk-



Lower the cover, making sure that the paper feeds out at the top.

Operate the NORMAL-RESTORE key to the RESTORE po-

sition until dial tone is present. Then allow it to return to

NORMAL.
Note: The OUT-OF-SVC key should never remain oper-

ated any longer than necessary.

PLACING PERFORATOR TAPE IN TAPE PUNCH

To place a new supply of tape in the tape punch, (Fig. 11)

proceed as follows:

Operate key to OUT-OF-SVC position.

Raise the cover.

Operate key to MOTOR ON position.

Tear off the old tape at the tape chute. Feed out the remaining

tape by repeated operation of the RUBOUT key.

Lift the used roll of tape out of the holder. Place new roll of

tape on spindle in holder with tape feeding out from the top of

the roll.

Draw the tape through tape guide arm and down into the

As the tape is eased through the chute, operate the RUBOUT
key until the tape goes through and is visible at the punch head.

Lower the cover.

Operate MOTOR ON key to normal position.

Operate the NORMAL-RESTORE key to the RESTORE
position until dial tone is present. Then allow the key to return

to NORMAL.
Note: The OUT-OF-SVC key should never remain oper-

ated any longer than necessary.

POSITIONING TAPE IN TAPE READER

If the tape is not to be torn, perforate enough tape to reach

from the punch block to the tape reade*r.

To insert the tape in the tape reader:

Hold the tape read switch in the FREE position.

Place the tape surface facing upward with the tape feed holes

over the tape feed wheel.

The code holes of the first character to be transmitted should

be placed directly over the sensing pins.



When the called station answers, the tape reader will start

automatically. In some cases, it will be necessary to depress the

TD ON key to activate the tape reader.

At the end of the tape, the reader will stop automatically.

OPERATING PRACTICES

To Originate a Call

Depress ORIG (Originate) key. Lamp lights under key and

machine is turned on automatically.

Note presence of dial tone.

Dial desired number according to local dialing instructions.

A short spurt of tone may be heard when connection has been

made; typed answer back is received.

Note: Answer back may be an identification answer, the

letter "V", or a manually typed answer.

Begin communication.

To Receive a Call

When an incoming call is connected to your station, the bell

rings, the ANS (Answer) lamp lights, and the machine is turned

on automatically.

The answer back is automatically typed to the calling station.

Communication begins.

Note: When your station is in the LCL (Local) mode,

the ANS (Answer) key must be depressed before

the incoming call can be answered.

When the OUT-OF-SVC key is operated and an in-

coming call is received, the ANS lamp flashes but

no bell ring is received. The calling station encoun-

ters a "don't answer" condition.

If MOTOR ON switch is operated and local work

is in progress, the incoming call will be answered

automatically without discontinuing the local work.

To Disconnect

Depress the CLR (Clear) key to disconnect at the end of a

call, or, to restore station to normal from any other mode.



Note: The EOT code may be perforated in tape as a dis-

connect signal, and may be used during keyboard

sending on direct dialed calls only. The EOT key is

not used (even on tape) when calls are placed with

the TWX Assistance operator or Information

operator.

To Use Station Equipment Locally

If a MOTOR ON key is provided, operate this key and proceed

with the local work. Otherwise, depress the LCL (Local) key

when doing any off-line work that requires the machine to be

turned on; for example, when practicing typing or perforating

If the LOCAL key is operated, this does not make station

"busy" to incoming calls, but ANS (Answer) key must be de-

pressed before a call can be answered.

If the MOTOR ON key is used, incoming calls will be answered

automatically as soon as they are received.

To Silence Low Paper Supply Buzzer

Low paper supply is indicated by a buzzer and by the light

under the BUZ-RLS (Buzzer-Release) key.

Depress key to silence buzzer. Lamp will remain lighted until

a fresh supply of paper has been inserted, and the CLEAR key

is depressed to release the BUZ-RLS key.

TST (Test) Key

This key is for maintenance purposes only and normally is not

operated by the attendant.

To Adjust Volume of Loudspeaker

Loudspeaker is located under keyboard at the right. Volume

may be adjusted as desired by means of a volume control knob.

To Insert Ribbon, Paper or Tape

Place station in OUT-OF-SVC (Out-of-Service) mode. Lamp
will light. Insert ribbon, paper or tape as required.



When the work has been completed, turn and hold the NOR-
MAL-RESTORE key in the RESTORE position until dial tone

is present, and then allow the key to revert to the NORMAL
position.

Note: When the station is OUT-OF-SVC, the calling party

on incoming calls will encounter a "don't answer"

condition. Therefore, the station should not be kept

out of service any longer than necessary.

To Restore Keyboard After Receiving a BREAK Signal

When you receive a BREAK signal during a communication,

the lamp lights under the BRK-RLS (Break-Release) key and

keyboard typing will neither print nor send.

To restore the keyboard to resume typing, depress the BRK-
RLS key , and the K ( Keyboard ) key.

When transmitting tape, if the tape reader stops and the BRK-
RLS lamp lights, wait for the attendant to type the reason for

interrupting.

Reset the tape in the tape reader at the point from which the

message should be repeated, depress the BRK-RLS key and the

TD ON key.

REST (Restrain) Lamp

When you are communicating with a TWX station of slower

speed, the REST (Restrain) lamp lights whenever the sending

speed exceeds the permissable speed. Typing speed should be

reduced until the light goes out, after which it is maintained at

the reduced speed.

Note: On tape sending, receipt of the REST signal will

momentarily stop the tape. The tape reader will

start again after a moment.

Use of the Teletypewriter Directory

If you are not sure of the number you wish to dial, consult the

Teletypewriter Directory.

The directory is arranged by state, city and town headings, in

alphabetical order, with customers listed alphabetically under

the city or town heading. A customer's listing



business (if not clearly indicated by the customer's name), ad-

dress, department (where more than one), and the teletypewriter

station number, consisting of a ten-digit number.

The directory also contains Yellow Pages, "Teletypewriter

Classified Directory," in the back of the book. Listings in this

section are arranged by business heading in alphabetical sequence,

with customers listed alphabetically under the business heading.

A customer's listing consists of name, city or town and state, and

department (where the customer has more than one station in

that city), and the station number.

If this symbol § appears in the directory preceding a listing, it

means that the station is equipped for automatic answering, and

incoming messages may be received whether or not an attendant

is present.

Reaching INFORMATION

If the desired number does not appear in the directory and you

are sure they have TWX service, reach INFORMATION by dial-

ing the code: 910-555-1212. The INFORMATION BUREAU
is located in St. Louis and may be reached on a non-charge basis

from all stations by means of the same code.

After INFORMATION answers, type the details of the call

giving the city and state first, followed by the called firm name

and address. If a particular branch or department is desired, this

is typed last. For example:

"SPRINGFIELD MASS ACME MILLS 109 MAPLE RD
SHIPPING DEPT"

Do not abbreviate city names. Standard abbreviations may be

used for state names, as well as for street (ST), avenue (AVE),
road (RD), boulevard (BLVD), etc.

Do not furnish any details about the calling station, because

this is unnecessary and will only result in a delay in handling your

call at INFORMATION.
When INFORMATION furnishes the number, acknowledge

and disconnect by depressing the CLEAR key.

It is desirable to keep a record of numbers obtained from the

directory or from INFORMATION so that these numbers will be



readily available for use on future calls. Always record all ten

digits of a number and note their answer back, if they have one.

Reaching TWX Assistance Operator

Whenever you encounter difficulty in dialing a call, you may

obtain assistance from the TWX Assistance operator.

If a call is INTERCEPTED, or if you know that the desired

number has been changed, dial the TWX Assistance operator.

She will obtain and furnish you a report on the status of the

number.

To reach the operator, dial the code : 954- 1 2 1 2. When the oper-

ator answers, type the details of your call by giving the 10 digits

of the called number; the reason for requesting assistance; and the

10 digits of your number. For example,

"415-399-5788 NO RING THIS IS 212-393-3400."

The operator will try to complete the call for you.

Other typical reasons for requesting assistance are shown below,

including reason for assistance as it is to be typed to the operator:

REASON TYPE TO OPERATOR

"(eld no.) (no. of times) W NO (time

of each attempt) THIS IS (clg no.)"

*Wrong telephone "(eld no. ) (no. of times) VERBAL W
number reached NO (time of each attempt) THIS IS

(clg no.)"

Intercepting operator "(eld no.) INTERCEPT. THIS IS

or recording reached (clg no.)"

*No more than two attempts are made to reach a number

if a telephone customer is heard to answer.

Obtaining Credit

Whenever it is necessary to make a request for credit or for the

adjustment of time or charge, reach the TWX Assistance oper-

ator and type the details of your request to her.

When a wrong number is reported and the operator establishes

connection to the correct number, she automatically gives credit

for the wrong number call(s).

When a wrong number is reached first but the correct number

is reached on a subsequent call, credit may be obtained by dialing



). of calls) W NO (time) THIS IS (clg

no.)."

Special Services

All calls that involve special service must be placed with the

TWX Assistance operator.

The special services available include conference calls, collect

calls, sequence calls and obtaining time and charge at the end of

a call. These calls are handled as follows:

a. Conference Calls

To place a conference call, reach the TWX Assistance operator

and type "CONF" followed by the teletypewriter station numbers

of the desired stations, including the word "AND" before the last

of these numbers, adding, "THIS IS (clg no.)" and hold the line.

The operator will notify you when the conference is ready. At

that time, type your firm name and city, followed by the message.

At the end of the message, type "END PLS ACK," and call the

roll of stations by typing the name of each called place with or

without their station number. When all the acknowledgments

have been received, type "DISCONNECT" and then disconnect

by depressing the CLEAR key. In case no acknowledgment is re-

quired from the called stations, terminate the conference call by

typing "END DISCONNECT," and then depress the CLEAR key.

Note: Do not use the WRU (WHO ARE YOU) key when

calling the roll at the end of a conference call, be-

cause all stations on the connection with automatic

answering will then respond to this code simultane-

ously and typing will be garbled.

b. Collect Colls

To place a collect call, reach the TWX Assistance operator

and include the word "COLLECT" with your order.

The operator will announce the call as, "COLLECT," to the

called station. If they accept the charge, type your firm name and

city, followed by your message. Whenever a called station includes

"OK COLLECT" when answering, an announcement by theTWX
Assistance operator is unnecessary and the coi



Note: Whenever a called station is arranged for un-

attended service and, knowing that they will accept

the charge, you wish to be connected whether or not

an attendant is on duty at that station, it will save

time if, when you type the called number to the

TWX Assistance operator followed by "U" (unat-

tended).

c. Sequence Calls

Calls dialed direct by the attendant can be completed faster

than calls placed with the TWX Assistance operator. However,
if it is desired to place a number of calls to be completed in

sequence, reach the TWX Assistance operator and type "SEQ"
followed by the station numbers of the desired stations including

the word "AND" before the last of these numbers, adding,

"THIS IS (clg no.)."

The operator will notify you when each connection is ready,

as for example, "RDY WITH NY." When the called station

answers, type your firm name and city, followed by your message.

Be sure to disconnect by depressing the CLEAR key after

each call.

d. Request for Time and Charges

Whenever it is necessary to obtain the time and charge at the
end of a call, reach the TWX Assistance operator and place the

call with her, including "T&C" with your order.

At the end of the communication, do not operate the CLEAR
key because this will disconnect your from the operator. Instead,

signal the operator by depressing the BREAK key twice momen-
tarily and wait for her reply. After she has typed the time and
charge information to you, acknowledge and disconnect by de-

pressing the CLEAR key.

Delayed Calls

When dialing a number, if you encounter "busy" or other delay,

disconnect and make another attempt later.

When the TWX Assistance operator notifies you of a delay in

completing a call placed with her, she may either offer to try the

call again or suggest that you place your call again at a later time.

Acknowledge with "OK" and disconnect by depressing the

CLEAR key.



Whenever the operator tries the call again and is able to com-

plete it, she will call you and report ready; for example, "RDY
WITH (called place)," adding, if necessary, to the called station

"PLS ANNOUNCE (called place)."

When the called station answers, type your firm name and city,

or, if your station is equipped with identification answer back,

depress the HERE IS key, and proceed with your communication.

Signaling the Distant Station During a Call

To signal the distant station during a call, hold the CTRL key

depressed and then depress the G key (BELL). To generate the

automatic answer back at a station equipped to return an identi-

fication answer back, depress the CONTROL and E keys (WRU)

.

At stations having "V" for their answer indication, and at stations

not equipped for automatic answering, the attendant must man-

ually type her answer to the WRU inquiry.

Signaling the TWX Assistance Operator During a Call

To signal the TWX Assistance operator during a call which

has been placed with her, depress the BREAK key twice momen-
tarily. This gives the operator a continuous signal which she will

answer at the first opportunity.

To Interrupt (BREAK) the Sending Station

The sending station should be interrupted and asked to repeat

when your copy becomes scrambled, overlined, or piled up. This

interruption is accomplished by depressing the BREAK key once

for about one second. Wait for typing to stop. Depress the BRK-
RLS key, then type your reason for interrupting. As an example,

in explaining the reason for breaking and indicating the point

from which the message should be repeated, you may use one of

the following phrases:

"SCRAMBLED REPT FROM "

"OVERLINING REPT FROM "

"PILING REPT FROM "

If the trouble recurs, again interrupt. The station that originated

the call should then place the call with the TWX Assistance oper-

ator requesting a better connection.

When the reverse slant is received ir



cates that the sending station has a three-row keyboard and is

typing characters which can not be duplicated on the No. 35 tele-

typewriter; for example, fractions. In such cases, operate the

BREAK key, wait for typing to stop, depress the BRK-RLS key

and then type:

"4 ROW KEYBOARD REPT FROM "

Sending Station Interrupted (BREAK)

If you receive a BREAK signal when you are transmitting, un-

derstand that the other party wishes to interrupt. Wait for the

attendant to type the reason for interrupting, then proceed accord-

ingly with your communication, from the point in the message

indicated by the attendant who interrupted. However, if no reason

for interrupting is received within a few seconds, operate the

BRK-RLS key and resume sending.

If recurring trouble is indicated, the station that originated the

call should place the call with the TWX Assistance operator and

request a better connection by typing "BETTER CON."

TELETYPEWRITER MAINTENANCE

The Telephone Company maintains the teletypewriter and the

service. Teletypewriters are inspected and serviced periodically.

It is the attendant's responsibility to:

Keep the teletypewriter equipped with sufficient paper and

with standard teletypewriter ribbons that are in good condition.

Keep an adequate supply of paper and ribbons on hand.

Keep the type clean. Use a dry typewriter brush to clean the

type. Do not use any cleaning solution on the TYPE BOX.

Report trouble by telephone to the Telephone Company.

HOW TO REPORT TROUBLE

If the equipment is not operating satisfactorily or if you know

that repairs are needed, reach "Repair Service" (or any other

location that is specified locally) by telephone. Make sure that

your report includes your TWX station number.

Teletypewriter Turned On, But Machine Not Running. Make

certain that the plug on the teletypewriter power cord is properly



seated in the power outlet.

If the power plug is properly connected, determine whether

the power supply in the building has failed by checking the lights

in the room, another teletypewriter, or other electrically operated

machines in the office. If there is no power, report this trouble as

you would report "no lights."

If unable to clear the trouble, notify the Telephone Company.

Note: Any kind of power failure or interruption of power

may put the machine out of service (although the

OUT-OF-SVC lamp will not light). Therefore, if

machine is turned on but is not running, always

turn the OUT-OF-SVC key to the RESTORE posi-

tion and listen for dial tone. If no dial tone is re-

ceived, or, if dial tone is received but machine

still does not run, report the trouble.

Paper Feed Troubles. If the paper feeds to one side, feeds in-

correctly, tears or jams, check the following and take any correc-

tive action required:

Has the paper been inserted in the machine correctly, according

to instructions?

Is the PAPER RELEASE LEVER in the correct position?

Is the machine too close to the wall so that the paper gets

jammed?

Is too much paper allowed to accumulate behind the machine

so that it can't feed out of the machine properly?

After opening and closing the top of the cabinet, has the paper

been brought out through the opening so that it is feeding out

Has the paper been torn off evenly so that it is feeding out

properly?

If the trouble continues after checking the above and making

any necessary corrections, notify the Telephone Company.

Ribbon Troubles. If ribbon is feeding properly but print is faint,

a new ribbon is needed.

If the ribbon is not feeding or fails to reverse, check the follow-

ing:

Be sure a standard teletypewriter ribbon has been used.

Make certain that it has been put on according t(



Check to see that the ribbon is not worn so badly that it has

caught on some part of the teletypewriter or typing unit.

See that the ribbon spools are not damaged.

In failure to reverse, make sure that the reversing eyelet on each

side is correctly located between the SPOOL and the REVERSE
LEVER.

If unable to clear the trouble, notify the Telephone Company.

USE OF AUTOMATIC DATA TEST LINE

The automatic data test line (ADTL) provides a source of sig-

nals needed to test a 1 00 wpm station.

Generally, a test is made only as directed by the Telephone

Company and will take about 2 minutes. The following steps are

involved in testing the station:

a. Before testing with the ADTL, the machine is tested in the

LOCAL mode.

b. To test with the ADTL, proceed as follows:

1

.

Depress the ORIG key and listen for dial tone.

2. Dial the locally specified test line number. Listen for ring-

ing signal.

3. After about 1 second, ringing stops and a steady tone is

heard. A second later, this tone stops and the teletype-

writer is turned on automatically.

4. The ADTL then sends the following copy to the station:

— Two lines of

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER A
LAZY DOG'S BACK 1234567890 ## UNDIST

— followed by two lines of

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER A
LAZY DOG'S BACK 1234567890 ## SW-DIS

— and then two lines of

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER A
LAZY DOG'S BACK 1234567890 ## DISPAD

5

.

These sentences are followed by the sentence—GA SEND.
Immediately after receiving " GA SEND," the station

it sends approximately a half line of "U.U.U.U.U."



or any other signal or group of characters. If these char-

acters are not sent within ten seconds, the ADTL will

disconnect.

6. The ADTL will then transmit a restraint signal followed

by a break signal. The REST lamp, followed by the

BREAK lamp, should light at the station.

7. On the next line, the ADTL will send either 5%, 10%,
15%, 20% or 20% + and then, after spacing two lines,

will transmit the instruction FLIP.

8. Immediately after receiving "FLIP," depress the CLEAR
key and then, before the CLEAR lamp goes out, imme-
diately depress the ANSWER key and hold it depressed

until the ANSWER lamp lights. This changes the station

from the originating to the answer mode.

9. Immediately after changing to the answering mode, the

station answer back code will be released and should print

on the local copy.

10. Steps 4, 5 and 6 are then repeated with the station in the

answer mode.

1 1. On the next line, the ADTL will send either 5%, 10%,
15%, 20% or 20% + and then, after spacing two lines,

will transmit END. The CLEAR lamp will light momen-
tarily, the ANSWER lamp will go out and the teletype-

writer will turn off automatically.

. The telephone testman or repairman will then generally ques-

tion the attendant on the copy received, particularly as to

whether it was 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% or 20%+ as specified

in paragraphs "V'and "11" preceding.
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Figures 1 through 4
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Figures 5 through 7
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Figures 8 through 11








